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1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .Let F: R = R “ R be a continuous function such that F t, x is
T-periodic in t for some T ) 0 and
< <F t , x “ y‘ as x “ q‘ uniformly in t g R. 1.1Ž . Ž .
w xIn 1 , Mawhin shows the existence of l g R such that the equation0
xX s F t , x q l 1.2Ž . Ž .
has zero, at least one, or at least two T-periodic solutions, depending on
whether l - l , l s l , or l ) l ; with ``at least'' replaced by ``exactly''0 0 0
Ž .when F t, x is strictly concave in x.
In this paper we replace the assumption about periodicity by ``The
restriction of F to R = K is bounded for each compact subset K of R,''
Ž .and we prove the existence of l g R such that 1.2 has zero, at least one,0
or at least two ``separate'' solutions, with ``at least'' replaced by ``exactly''
Ž .when F t, x satisfies an additional assumption concerning the concavity
Ž .of F t, x with respect to x.
Ž .More precisely, we say that the solutions u , . . . , u of 1.2 are separate1 N
if they are defined and bounded in R and
inf u t y u t : t g R ) 0 if i / j.Ž . Ž . 4i j
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Ž .In this case, we say that 1.2 has at least N separate solutions. If, in
Ž . Ž .addition, 1.2 does not have N q 1 separate solutions, we say that 1.2
has exactly N separate solutions.
Finally, in Section 4 we consider the periodic case and we complement
w xthe results in 1 .
2. COERCIVE SYSTEMS
We begin with some notations. In the sequel, C denotes the space of all
continuous functions F: R = R “ R such that
Ž . Ž . < <C F t, x “ y‘ as x “ q‘ uniformly on t g R.1
Ž . Ž .C F t, x is bounded on R = K for each compact set K ; R.2
To simplify our proofs, we also assume that
Ž . Ž .C F t, x is locally Lipschitz continuous in x.3
However, we can show that the main results of this section remain true
Ž .even if C is not satisfied.3
We denote by BC the space of all bounded continuous functions u:
5 5  < Ž . < 4R “ R provided with the usual norm u s sup u t : t g R . Analo-0
gously, we denote by BC1 the space of all bounded and continuously
differentiable functions u: R “ R such that the derivative uX belongs to
 Ž . 4BC. Finally, we define BC s u g BC: inf u ) 0 .q
In the following, F, G denote two points in C.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let S be the set of all solutions ofF
xX s F t , x 2.1Ž . Ž .
belonging to BC. Then S is a bounded subset of BC.F
Proof. Let us fix R ) 0 such that
< <F t , x - y1 if x ) R , 2.2Ž . Ž .
w x Ž .and fix u g S . By Lemma 2.3 of 2 , there exists a sequence t in R suchF n
< Ž . < 5 5 XŽ . Ž . Ž .that u t “ u and u t “ 0 as n “ q‘. From this and 2.1 ] 2.2 ,0n n
< Ž . <there exists N G 1 such that u t F R for all n G N, and the proofn
follows easily.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.2. If 2.1 has a bounded solution, then this equation has
bounded solutions Q , G such that Q F u F G for any bounded solution uF F F F
Ž .of 2.1 .
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Proof. Let S be as above and defineF
x s inf u 0 : u g S , y s sup u 0 : u g S . 4  4Ž . Ž .0 F 0 F
Ž . Ž .Let Q resp. G be the solution of 2.1 determined by the initialF F
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .condition Q 0 s x resp. G 0 s y , and fix a sequence u in S suchF 0 F 0 n F
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .that u 0 “ x resp. u 0 “ y . Then u t “ Q t resp. u t “n 0 n 0 n F n
Ž .. Ž .G t for each t in the domain of Q resp. G , and the proof followsF F F
easily from Proposition 2.1.
Ž .If F does not satisfy C , then the proof of Proposition 2.2 can be3
obtained by a suitable application of Zorn's Lemma and Ascoli's Theorem.
Ž .Remark 2.3. If F t, x is T-periodic in t for some T ) 0, then Q , GF F
are T-periodic.
Proof. By Proposition 2.2 we have
Q t F Q t q T and Q t F Q t y T ; t g R.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F F F F
Ž . Ž .From the last inequality we get Q t q T F Q t , and so Q is T-peri-F F F
odic. The rest of the proof is similar.
Ž .Remark 2.4. Let u be a solution of 2.1 and assume that the hypothe-
sis in Proposition 2.2 holds.
Ž . Ž . Ž .a If u t ) G t for some t , then u is defined and bounded on0 F 0 0
w . Ž . Ž . Ž .t , ‘ . Moreover, if F t, x is T-periodic in t, then u t y G t “ 0 as0 F
t “ q‘.
Ž . Ž . Ž .b If u t - Q t for some t , then u is defined and bounded on0 F 0 0
Ž x Ž . Ž . Ž .y‘, t . Moreover, if F t, x is T-periodic in t, then u t y Q t “ 0 as0 F
t “ y‘.
Ž . Ž .Proof. We only prove a . To this end, let us fix R ) u t such that0
Ž . Ž . Ž .F t, R - 0; then the constant function ¤ t s R is a supersolution of 2.1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .such that ¤ t G u t . From this, G t F u t F R for all t G t , t in the0 0 F 0
w .domain of u. In particular, u is defined and bounded on t , ‘ , and0
G t F u t for all t G t . 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž .F 0
Ž .Assume now that F t, x is T-periodic in t. Since u is defined and
w . Ž .bounded on t , ‘ , there exists a T-periodic solution u of 2.1 such that0 0
u t y u t “ 0 as t “ q‘. 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž .0
Ž .By 2.3 , G F u , and by Proposition 2.2, u s G . The proof follows nowF 0 0 F
Ž .from 2.4 .
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Ž .PROPOSITION 2.5. If 2.1 has a bounded solution u and F F G, then the
equation
xX s G t , x 2.5Ž . Ž .
Ž .has a bounded solution ¤ F u resp. ¤ G u . In particular, Q F Q andG F
G F G .F G
Proof. Let us fix R ) 0 such that
G t , R - 0 and R ) u t for all t g R.Ž . Ž .
Ž .For each integer n G 1, let ¤ be the solution of 2.5 determined by then
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .initial condition ¤ yn s u yn ; then u t F ¤ t F R if t G n belongsn n
Ž Ž . . Žto the domain of ¤ . Note that u resp. w t ’ R is a subsolution resp.n
. Ž . w .supersolution of 2.5 . From this ¤ is defined on yn, ‘ , andn
u t F ¤ t F R for all t G yn.Ž . Ž .n
 Ž .4Since ¤ 0 is bounded, we can assume without loss of generality thatn
Ž .¤ 0 “ x for some x g R. Now it is easy to show that the solution ¤ ofn 0 0
Ž . Ž .2.5 determined by the initial condition ¤ 0 s x is defined on R and0
Ž . Ž . Ž .u t F ¤ t F R for all t g R. That is, ¤ is a bounded solution of 2.5 such
that u F ¤ . The rest of the proof is similar.
Ž .Let u - ??? - u be bounded solutions of 2.1 . We say that u , . . . , u1 N 1 N
are separate if u y u g BC for i s 1, . . . , N y 1. In this case, we sayiq1 i q
Ž . Ž . Ž .that 2.1 has at least N separate solutions. If, in addition, 2.1 does not
Ž .have N q 1 separate solutions, we say that 2.1 has exactly N separate
solutions.
Ž .COROLLARY 2.6. If F F G and 2.1 has two separate solutions, then the
Ž .same holds for 2.5 .
PROPOSITION 2.7. There exists l g R such that the system
xX s F t , x q l 2.6Ž . Ž .
has two separate solutions.
Ž . w xProof. By our assumption C , F is bounded on R = y1, 1 , and2
hence there exists l ) 0 such that
< <F t , x q l ) 0 if x F 1 and t g R.Ž .
Now, fix R ) 1 such that
< <F t , x q l - 0 if x G R and t g R,Ž .
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Ž .and define for each integer n G 1, ¤ as the solution of 2.6 determinedn
Ž .by the initial condition ¤ yn s 1. By the argument in Proposition 2.5, ¤n n
w .is defined on yn, ‘ , and
1 F ¤ t F R for all t G yn.Ž .n
Ž .From this, 2.6 has a bounded solution ¤ such that ¤ G 1. Analogously,q q
this equation has a bounded solution ¤ F y1, and the proof is complete.y
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.8. There exists l g R such that 2.6 has no bounded
solutions.
Ž . Ž .Proof. By C , F t, x is bounded above, and hence there exists l - 01
Ž .such that F t, x q l F y1 for all t, x g R. The proof now follows easily.
Ž .Suppose that the partial derivative F t, x is defined and continuous onx
Ž .R = R. We say that a bounded solution u of 2.1 is singular if the linear
map
BC1 “ BC ; x “ xX y F t , u t xŽ .Ž .x
is not a homeomorphism onto BC.
Ž .We say that F t, x is locally equicontinuous in x, if for each compact set
K ; R and any « ) 0 there exists d ) 0 such that
< <F t , x y F t , y F « if t g R; x , y g K , x y y F d .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .EXAMPLES. a If F t, x is T-periodic in t, for the same T ) 0, then
F is locally equicontinuous in x.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Nb If F t, x s a t x for the same integer N G 0 and a g BC,
then F is locally equicontinuous in x.
Ž .c If F, G are locally equicontinuous in x, then the same holds for
F q G.
Remark 2.9. Suppose that F g C is locally equicontinuous in x. Given
Ž . Ža compact set K of R and a sequence t in R, it is easy to show usingn
Ž . . Ž . Ž .C and Ascoli's Theorem the existence of a subsequence s of t and2 n n
a continuous function w : K “ R such that
F s , x “ w x as n “ ‘ uniformly in K .Ž . Ž .n
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Ž .THEOREM 2.10. Let F g C. Then there exists l s l F in R with the0 0
following properties:
Ž . Ž .a If l G l , Eq. 2.6 has at least a bounded solution.0
Ž . Ž . Ž .b If l ) l and F t, x is locally equicontinuous in x, then 2.6 has0
at least two separate solutions.
Ž . Ž .c If l s l and the partial deri¤ati¤e F t, x is defined and continu-0 x
Ž .ous on R = R, then each solution of 2.6 is singular.
Ž . Ž .d If l - l , Eq. 2.6 has no bounded solutions.0
Proof. Let us define L as the subset of R consisting of all points l such
Ž .that 2.6 has a bounded solution. By Proposition 2.7, L is nonempty, and
Ž .by Propositions 2.8 and 2.5, there exists l g R such that 2.6 has no1
bounded solutions if l F l . Thus l is an upper bound for L, and we can1 1
define
l s inf L .Ž .0
Ž . w .Note that, by Proposition 2.5, l , ‘ ; L ; l , ‘ .0 0
Ž .Let us fix a sequence l ) l ) ??? in l , ‘ converging to l , and1 2 0 0
Ž . Ž .define F t, x s l q F t, x , u s Q , ¤ s G . By Proposition 2.5, un n n F n F 1n n
Ž .F ??? F u F ¤ F ??? F ¤ , and hence 2.6 has a bounded solution forn n 1
w .l s l . Thus L s l , ‘ .0 0
Let us fix l ) l and a bounded solution u of0 0
xX s F t , x q l . 2.7Ž . Ž .0
Ž . Ž . Ž .By Proposition 2.5, 2.6 has a bounded solution ¤ G u . If ¤ t s u t1 0 1 0 0 0
XŽ . X Ž . Ž .for some t , then u t - ¤ t , and hence ¤ - u on t y « , t for some0 0 1 0 1 0 0
« ) 0. This contradiction proves that ¤ y u ) 0.1 0
Claim. If F is locally equicontinuous in x, then ¤ y u g BC . To1 0 q
Ž .show this, define v s ¤ y u and suppose, on the contrary, that inf v s1 0
w x  40. By Lemma 2.3 of 2 , there exists a sequence t in R such thatn
Ž . XŽ .v t “ 0 and v t “ 0 as n “ q‘. Now let us fix a compact set K ofn n
Ž . Ž .R containing ¤ R and u R . By Remark 2.9, we can assume the exis-1 0
tence of a continuous function w : K “ R such that
F t , x “ w x as n “ q‘ uniformly on K . 2.8Ž . Ž . Ž .n
Ž .On the other hand, since u , ¤ are bounded and v t “ 0, we can0 1 n
assume without loss of generality the existence of a x g R such that0
u t “ x , ¤ t “ x as N “ q‘.Ž . Ž .0 n 0 1 n 0
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Ž .From this and 2.8 ,
F t , u t y F t , ¤ t “ w x y w x s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n 0 n n 1 n 0 0
XŽ .and hence l s l , since v t “ 0. This contradiction proves the claim.0 n
Ž . Ž .Similarly, if l ) l and F t, x is locally equicontinuous in x, then 2.60
has a bounded solution ¤ such that u y ¤ g BC . Thus, ¤ , ¤ are0 0 0 q 1 0
Ž .separate solutions of 2.6 .
Ž .Finally, assume that F t, x is defined and continuous in R = R andx
Ž .suppose that u is a bounded solution of 2.7 that is not singular. If we0
1 Ž . X Ž .define F: BC “ BC, F x s x y F t, x y l ; then the Frechet deriva-0
XŽ . 1tive, F u : BC “ BC, is a linear homeomorphism onto BC, and by the0
Inverse Function Theorem, there exists « ) 0 such that the equation
xX s F t , x q l y «Ž . 0
has a bounded solution. Therefore, l y « g L, and this contradiction0
ends the proof.
w xTheorem 2.10 improves Theorem 1 of 1 .
Ž . ŽIn the next result we study the continuity of the number l F given by0
.Theorem 2.10 with respect to F.
 4THEOREM 2.11. Let F be a sequence on C and let F g C. Ifn
F t , x “ F t , x as n “ ‘ uniformly on R = KŽ . Ž .n
for each compact subset K of R, then gi¤en « ) 0, there exists an integer
N G 1 such that
l F y l F F « for all n G N.Ž . Ž .0 n 0
Furthermore, if there exist positi¤e real numbers d , R such that
< <F t , x F yd for x ) R , n g N, t g R, 2.9Ž . Ž .n
Ž . Ž .then l F “ l F .0 n 0
Ž .Proof. Let us fix a bounded solution u of 2.7 . Given « ) 0, we0
Ž .  Ž . 4define l s l F q « , and we fix R ) sup u t : t g R such that0 0 0
F t , R q l F y1 for all t g R. 2.10Ž . Ž .0
Ž . Ž .Now we fix a compact subset K of R such that R , u t g int K for all0 0
t g R. By our assumption, there exists an integer N G 1 such that
< <F t , x q l G F t , x q l if x F R , n G N , t g R,Ž . Ž .n 0 0
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Ž .and by 2.10 we can suppose that
F t , R q l - 0 for all n G N and t g R.Ž .n 0
Using the argument in Proposition 2.5, we show that the equation
xX s F t , x q l 2.11Ž . Ž .n
Ž .has a bounded solution for n G N, and hence l G l F for all n G N.0 n
Thus the proof of our first assertion is complete.
Ž . Ž .Assume now that 2.9 holds. Fix « ) 0 and define l s l F y « .0
Ž .Claim. There exists an integer N G 1 such that 2.11 has no bounded
solutions for all n G N. To show this, assume, on the contrary, that there
 4  4exists a subsequence G of F such that the equationk n
xX s G t , x q lŽ .k
Ž .has a bounded solution u for all k g N. Using 2.9 and the argument ink
Proposition 2.1, we get
5 5u F R for all k g N.0k
On the other hand,
w xG t , x “ F t , x as k “ ‘ uniformly in R = yR y 1, R q 1 ,Ž . Ž .k
Ž .and now it is easy to show that 2.6 has a bounded solution. This
contradicts Theorem 2.10, and the proof of the claim is complete.
Ž .By the above claim, there exists N G 1 such that l F G l for n G N,0 n
Ž . Ž .and so, l F y l F G y« for n G N. Thus the proof is complete.0 n 0
3. CONCAVE SYSTEMS
w xIn this section we give a version of Theorem 2 of 1 for nonperiodic
systems.
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that for each R, « ) 0 there exists a continuous
w .function b: R “ 0, ‘ such that
F t , 1 y m x q m y G 1 y m F t , x q mF t , y q b t m 1 y mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
< < < < < < w xif x y y G « , x F R , y F R , m g 0, 1 , t g R. 3.1Ž .
‘ 0
b t dt s b t dt s q‘. 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
0 y‘
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Ž .If u - u - u are bounded solutions of 2.1 and u , u are separate, then0 1 0 1
u t y u t “ 0 as t “ q‘Ž . Ž .1
and
u t y u t “ 0 as t “ y‘.Ž . Ž .0
 Ž . Ž . 4Proof. Let us define « s inf u t y u t : t g R and fix R ) 0 such1 0
< Ž . <that u t F R for t g R and i s 0, 1. Take a continuous function b:i
w . Ž . Ž .R “ 0, ‘ satisfying 3.1 ] 3.2 and define
u t y u tŽ . Ž .0¤ t s .Ž .
u t y u tŽ . Ž .1 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .It is easy to show that ¤ t g 0, 1 , u s 1 y ¤ u q ¤u , and0 1
F t , u y F t , u F t , u y F t , uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 0X¤ s y ,
u y u u y u0 1 0
Ž .from this and 3.1 ,
¤ X G a t ¤ 1 y ¤ , 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .where a s u y u b. Note that1 0
‘ 0
a t dt s a t dt s q‘,Ž . Ž .H H
0 y‘
Ž .since 3.2 holds and u y u g BC .1 0 q
Ž . w xIntegrating 3.3 over 0, t , for t ) 0, we obtain
¤ 0 eH0t aŽ s. d sŽ .
1 ) ¤ t ) “ 1 as t “ q‘.Ž . tH aŽ s. d s01 y ¤ 0 q ¤ 0 eŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus ¤ t “ 1 as t “ q‘, and hence u t y u t “ 0 as t “ q‘. The1
rest of the proof is similar.
Ž .COROLLARY 3.2. Under the assumptions in Theorem 3.1, Eq. 2.1 has at
most two separate solutions. Moreo¤er, if u - u are separate solutions of0 1
Ž .2.1 and u / u , u is a bounded solution of this equation, then u - u - u .0 1 0 1
Proof. The first assertion is clear. Assume now that u is a bounded
Ž .solution of 2.1 such that u - u - u ; then u , u are separate, and by0 1 1
Ž . Ž .Theorem 3.1, u t y u t “ 0 as t “ q‘. Similarly, we get a contradic-1 0
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Ž .tion if we assume the existence of a bounded solution of 2.1 such that
u - u - u. Thus the proof is complete.0 1
Ž .Remark 3.3. Suppose that F t, x is T-periodic in t and that the partial
Ž . Ž .derivative F t, x is defined and continuous in R = R. If F t, x is strictlyx
concave in x, then for each R, « ) 0 there exists a positive constant
Ž .function b satisfying 3.1 .
Proof. Assume, on the contrary, the existence of R, « ) 0 and se-
Ž . w x < < < < < <quences m g 0, 1 , t g 0, T , x F R, y F R, x y y G « such thatn n n n n n
F t , 1 y m x q m yŽ .Ž .n n n n n
1
- 1 y m F t , x q m F t , y q m 1 y m . 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n n n n nn
Without loss of generality, we can suppose that
m “ m , t “ t , x “ x , and y “ y.n n n n
< <Note that x / y since x y y G « .
Ž . Ž .If m g 0, 1 , then by 3.5 ,
F t , 1 y m x q m y F 1 y m F t , x q mF t , y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .which contradicts the fact that F t, x is strictly concave in x. Thus
 4m g 0, 1 .
ŽAssume m s 0. By the Mean Value Theorem, there exists j g x ,n n
Ž . .1 y m x q m y such thatn n n n
F t , 1 y m x q m y y F t , x s m y y x F t , j ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n n n n n n n n x n n
Ž .and by 3.5 ,
1
y y x F t , j - F t , y y F t , x q 1 y m .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n x n n n n n n nn
Letting n “ q‘, we obtain
y y x F t , x F F t , y y F t , x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x
Ž Ž .Note that j “ x since m “ 0, which contradicts the fact that F t , x isn n
.strictly concave in x.
Analogously, we obtain a contradiction if m s 1, and the proof is
complete.
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w xLet a g BC. As in 3 , we define the lower average of a by
1 t
A a s lim inf a t dt .Ž . Ž .HL t y sr“q‘ tysGr s
Remark 3.4. Let a g BC be nonnegative. It is easy to show that the
1 Ž . Xlinear operators L : BC “ BC; L x s x " ax are homeomorphisms" "
Ž .onto BC if and only if A a ) 0. In this case, for each b g BC, we haveL
‘ s
y1L b s y b s exp y a t dt ds,Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hq ž /t t
t ty1L b s b s exp y a t dt ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hy ž /y‘ s
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.5. If a g BC is nonnegati¤e and A a ) 0, then thereL
exists d ) 0 such that the equation
yX s a t y 1 y y y d 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž .
has two separate solutions.
1 Ž . Ž . XProof. Let us define F: BC “ BC by F y s ay 1 y y y y . Then
XŽ . XŽ .the Frechet derivatives F 0 , F 1 are linear homeomorphisms onto BC,
Ž .and by the Inverse Function Theorem there exists d ) 0 such that 3.5
1 15 5 5 5has bounded solutions ¤ , ¤ such that ¤ - and 1 y ¤ - . It is00 1 0 14 4
clear that ¤ , ¤ are separate, and the proof is complete.0 1
Ž .Remark 3.6. Let ¤ be a bounded solution of 3.5 where d ) 0, a g BC,
Ž . Ž . Ž .a G 0, and A a ) 0. Then 0 - inf ¤ F sup ¤ - 1.L
w x Ž .Proof. By Lemma 2.3 of 2 , there exists a sequence t in R such thatn
¤ t “ inf ¤ and ¤ X t “ 0 as n “ q‘.Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
 Ž .4On the other hand, a t is bounded, and so we can assume thatn
Ž .a t “ a for some a G 0. From this,n
a inf ¤ 1 y inf ¤ s d ) 0,Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .and hence a ) 0. Consequently, inf ¤ ) 0.
Ž .Analogously, sup ¤ - 1, and the proof is complete.
THEOREM 3.7. Let F g C , and suppose that
Ž . Ž .i F t, x is locally equicontinuous in x.
Ž . Ž .ii For each R, « ) 0 there exists b g BC nonnegati¤e satisfying 3.1 ,
Ž .such that A b ) 0.L
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Ž .Then there exists l s l F with the following properties:0 0
Ž . Ž .a If l - l , then 2.6 has no bounded solutions.0
Ž . Ž .b If l ) l , then 2.6 has exactly two separate solutions.0
Ž . Ž .c If l s l and the partial deri¤ati¤e F t, x is defined and continu-0 x
Ž .ous in R, then 2.6 has exactly a separate solution.
Ž .Proof. Let l be given by Theorem 2.10. Obviously, a is satisfied, and0
Ž . Ž .by Corollary 3.2 b is also satisfied. To show c assume, on the contrary,
Ž .that 2.7 has two separate solutions u - u and fix R, « ) 0 such that0 1
Ž . Ž . < Ž . < < Ž . <u t y u t G « , u t F R, u t F R for all t g R. Also fix b g BC1 0 0 1
Ž . Ž . Žnonnegative satisfying 3.1 such that A b ) 0 and define a s b u yL 1
. Ž .u . Since u y u g BC , then a g BC is nonnegative and A a ) 0.0 1 0 q L
Ž .Thus, by Proposition 3.4 and Remark 3.5, there exists d ) 0 such that 3.5
has separate solutions ¤ , ¤ and 0 - ¤ - ¤ - 1.0 1 0 1
Let us define
v s 1 y ¤ u q ¤ u s u q ¤ u y u .Ž . Ž .i i 0 i 1 0 i 1 0
Ž .Then using 3.1 , we obtain
vX F F t , v q l y h ,Ž .i i i 0
Ž .where h s d inf u y u . Note also that1 0
uX F t , u q l ) F t , u q l y h ,Ž . Ž .i i i 0 i i 0
and that u - v - v - u . Thus the equation0 0 1 1
xX s F t , x q l y hŽ . 0
has bounded solutions uU , uU such that u F uU F v and v F uU F u .0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
Ž .This contradicts part a , and the proof is complete.
w xRemark 3.8. Theorem 2 of 1 and Theorem 3.7 above agree on the
class of all F g C such that
Ž . Ž .1 F t, x is T-periodic in t for some T ) 0.
Ž . Ž .2 F t, x is strictly concave in x.
Ž . Ž .3 The partial derivative F t, x is defined and continuous in R = R.x
4. PERIODIC CASE
Ž .In this section we assume that F t, x is T-periodic in the time t for
w xsome T ) 0, and we complement the results in 1 .
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Ž . Ž .Given x, l g R, we denote by u t, x, l the solution of 2.6 determined
Ž .by the initial condition u 0, x, l s x. We define:
w xD s x , l g R = R: u ?, x , l is defined in 0, T 4Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .and p : D “ R by p x, l s u T, x, l .
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4.1. Let l s l F be gi¤en by Theorem 2.10; then p x, l0 0 0
Ž .y x F 0 if x, l g D.0
Proof. Let Q , G be given by Proposition 2.2. By Remark 2.3, weFql Fql0 0
Ž .know that Q , G are T-periodic. Define x s Q 0 and x sFq l Fql Fql0 0 0
Ž .G 0 . By Remark 2.4 we know thatFq l0
p x , l - x if either x - x or x ) x .Ž .0
Assume now that our result is false; then there exist y - z such that0 0
p y , l s y , p x , l ) x if x g y , z , p z , l s z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ž . Ž .Fix x# g y , z . Since p x#, l ) x#, there exists d ) 0 such that0 0 0
p x#, l ) x# if l y l - d .Ž . Ž .0
Ž . Ž .Without loss of generality, we can assume that y , l , z , l g D if0 0
< < Ž . Ž .l y l - d . On the other hand, if l g l y d , l , we have p y , l -0 0 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .p y , l s y , and hence, p x , l s x , for some x g y , x# . That is,0 0 0 l l l 0
Ž . Ž .2.6 has a T-periodic solution if l g l y d , l . This contradicts the0 0
definition of l , and the proof is complete.0
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose that the partial deri¤ati¤es F t, x , F t, x arex x x
defined and continuous in R = R. If l is gi¤en by Theorem 2.10 and u is a0
Ž .bounded solution of 2.6 , then
T
F t , u t dt s 0Ž .Ž .H x
0
and
T t
F t , u t exp F s, u s ds dt F 0.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H Hx x xž /0 0
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let us write x s u 0 . By Theorem 4.1 we have p x , l s 10 x 0 0
Ž .and p x , l F 0, and the proof follows easily.x x 0 0
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Ž .COROLLARY 4.3. Let l be gi¤en by Theorem 2.10 and suppose that 2.70
has only a finite number N of T-periodic solutions; then there exists d ) 0
Ž . Ž .such that 2.6 has at least 2 N T-periodic solutions for all l g l , l q d .0 0
Ž .Proof. Let x , . . . , x be the fixed points of p ?, l and fix and open1 N 0
interval U of R containing x such that U l U s B for i / j. Sincei i i j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .p x, l ) p x, l if x, l , x, l g D, and l ) l , it is easy to show0 0 0
Ž .that there exists d ) 0, such that p ?, l has two fixed points in U for alli
Ž .l g l , l q d , i s 1, . . . , N. So the proof is complete.0 0
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